-3.0 0 +3.0 (a)   TG_36220|CYP51  TG_73|CYP71A1  TG_3779|CYP71A2  TG_62069|CYP71A23  TG_17562|CYP71A26  TG_18291|CYP71A9  TG_66631|CYP71B21  TG_68500|CYP71B34  TG_37834|CYP71B9  TG_3032|CYP71BA1  TG_3885|CYP71C3  TG_3884|CYP71C4  TG_57978|CYP71D10  TG_50260|CYP71D11  TG_54179|CYP71D18  TG_31942|CYP71D55  TG_66994|CYP71D6  TG_10266|CYP71D7  TG_14782|CYP71D9  TG_17743|CYP71E1  TG_21187|CYP72A1  TG_19796|CYP72A13  TG_8628|CYP72A14  TG_10675|CYP72A15  TG_17840|CYP72A154  TG_1225|CYP72A219  TG_32456|CYP72A63  TG_26024|CYP73A14  TG_10307|CYP74A  TG_278|CYP74A1  TG_3213|CYP74B2  TG_5050|CYP75A3  TG_25275|CYP75A4  TG_22960|CYP75A6  TG_53282|CYP75B1  TG_13247|CYP75B2  TG_24052|CYP76AH1  TG_8222|CYP76B6  TG_25326|CYP76B10  TG_26294|CYP76C1  TG_5852|CYP76C2  TG_68132|CYP77A1  TG_53583|CYP77A4  TG_9262|CYP78A5  TG_30054|CYP78A9  TG_29813|CYP79A1  TG_2698|CYP81D1  TG_22705|CYP81D11  TG_19642|CYP81E1  TG_4667|CYP81E8  TG_16180|CYP81E9  TG_46550|CYP81F1  TG_67189|CYP82G1  TG_31153|CYP84A1  TG_2243|CYP85A1  TG_3996|CYP86A1  TG_60675|CYP86A2  TG_63353|CYP86A8  TG_17458|CYP86B1  TG_67289|CYP87A3  TG_6084|CYP89A2  TG_41022|CYP89A9  TG_5713|CYP90B1  TG_1981|CYP90D2  TG_40866|CYP93A1  TG_67267|CYP93A2  TG_35717|CYP93A3  TG_4607|CYP94A1  TG_29852|CYP94B1  TG_924|CYP94C1  TG_23107|CYP96A15  TG_10010|CYP97A3  TG_9609|CYP97B1  TG_60184|CYP97B2  TG_15309|CYP97B3  TG_18628|CYP701A6  TG_32210|CYP704B1  TG_4431|CYP704C1  TG_33143|CYP707A2  TG_4049|CYP707A5  TG_57179|CYP707A7  TG_18622|CYP711A1  TG_857|CYP724B1  TG_19461|CYP734A2  TG_50841|CYP734A6  TG_52970|CYP735A2  TG_45214|CYP736A12 Figure S1
Figure S2
Supplementary Table S1: Summary of de novo assembly generated from T. govanianum.
Categories Characteristics
Number of paired-end raw reads 173,974,146
N50 length 412
Minimum length (bp) 174
Maximum length (bp) 35,947
Average length (bp) 401
Total Contigs 69,174 
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